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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 16 Mar 2014 18:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Basement flat in Earl's court (5-10 min walk from tube)

Flat was spacious and clean.

The Lady:

I think the photo's are a fair reflection of Lexi- overall an attractive girl

She is not particularity slim around the waste,and I think you get that impression from the photos
but is not in anyway fat either. She works out and has Nice toned bum, arms and and legs. Boobs
fell soft although visually I would say the boob job is not the best.

She looked great it the police girl outfit that she welcomed me in wearing.

The Story:

Lexi is not as full on PSE as some of the other Girl's at Maxes but still gives a very good service. I
would class her as GFE with a splash of PSE

After getting the preliminaries out the way and a quick chat We started with lots of kissing and
fondling, exploring each other's body. She soon was sucking my cock with a touch of deepthroat
thrown in at times. We returned for some more fondling and kissing before I let her return to sucking
my cock for my first pop. A slight negative was that the way she did CIM was not to my liking. I was
laying on my back and she wanked me on to her lips/chin and some in her mouth. I prefer to either
CIM fully- i.e lips are locked over top of penis or to give a facial when girls is underneath penis and I
can come everywhere. To be fair to Lexi I should have told her this. I like to be more dominant in
sessions but I am always worried that a girl might think I am being aggressive or rude

After a quick clean up we chatted for a while. Lexi is a really interesting girl, much more to her than
meets they eye. I find that most of girls at Maxes have an interesting story to tell. She is leaving
Maxes soon and we talked about her plan for future, life in London, diet, fitness and lots of other
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things during the meet. This was perhaps the most surprising aspect as there had been a few
negative reviews of Lexi which seems hard to imagine based on what I experienced. She is
intelligent and engaging to chat to.

After the chat I then set to work fingering and licking lexi's pussy and it was not long before she was
shuddering and cumming. I love the feeling of a girl cumming while my head is between their legs.

I was soon hard(ish) again and on went the Condom and cramed my cock up Lexi's Arse with her in
a squatting Doggy style postilion.At last I was getting some bum love

Unfortunately I couldn't quite get comfortable in this position as the bed base was bigger than the
mattress so I kept hitting my shins trying to reach properly. After fumbling around a bit I had started
to lose hard on again so pulled out took of condom and went back to some more kissing. I was soon
hard again but then couldn't open pack for condom and while I was trying to open it I lost my hard
on again. We also had a hard time getting the Condom on, it seemed very tight. I think I am going to
invest in some larger condoms see how they feel

Anyway we went to the other side of the bed where bed was level with mattress and once I was
hard enough I fucked Lexi's Arse again in same doggy position. Lexi did not seem particularity keen
on changing position but again I did not really let her know that I wanted to. Once the cock was in
her Ass she didn't really like to take it out, which made the experience feel less PSE for me, as I
prefer lots of position switches, although I really did enjoy fucking her Arse. Lexi did seem keen on
me coming fairly quickly from Anal and she did this slightly annoying thing of holding my cock while
I was fucking her arse, so I don't know whether she was feeling uncomfortable as I am fairly big
(hats off to her if this was the case) but all in all it was a good, if not amazing anal performance,
although as I said some of this was my fault as I didn't really let Lexi know what I wanted

Overall I left feeling very positive with my balls aching with good memories of Pounding Lexi's Arse 
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